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Skeletime offers a complete range
of wood sanding solutions

HARD

MEDIUM

STRONG RIGID

Extremely difficult processing of stucco surfaces / flat and curved

Machining of surfaces covered with primer or varnish / flat and curved

Processes that require increased rigidity of common rubber backing pads / flat 

surfaces

MODELS TO BE APPLIED TO THE COMMON PAD

SKELETIME SAVER

SKELETIME CONVERTER

cod. ABX.0148.14

cod. ABX.0148.06

ACCESSORIES LIST

ABX.0148.07 + ABX.0148.10 + ABX.0148.13 + ABX.0148.14 + ABX.0148.06

KIT INTERFACE PNEUMATIC 12 MM includes

ABX.0148.08 + ABX.0148.11 + ABX.0148.13 + ABX.0148.14 + ABX.0148.06

KIT INTERFACE ELECTRIC 8 MM includes

SKELETIME 12 MM HARD

SKELETIME 8 MM HARD

SKELETIME 12 MM MEDIUM

SKELETIME 8 MM MEDIUM

SKELETIME STRONG RIGID

cod. ABX.0148.07

cod. ABX.0148.08 

cod. ABX.0148.10

cod. ABX.0148.11

cod. ABX.0148.13

PRODUCTS LIST

12 mm

8 mm

Recommended for pneumatic sanders, it allows the best support for curvilinear 

processing

Recommended for electric sanders, it prevents vibrations and allows irradiation with 

medium range of curvilinear support.

SPONGE HEIGHTS

Skeletime Saver

Skeletime Converter

In the case of worn pads, it increases the grip of the tear-off adhesive and preserves it.

With smooth tear-off adhesive increases the grip of the pad itself.

Optimize the finish with the use of abrasive micro-grains, transforming Skeletime

from rough to smooth.

ACCESSORIES
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The patented system is based on the incomparable adaptability of the pad, which allows all shapes to be leveled 

homogeneously, satisfying each shape.

Skeletime is particularly suitable for those who demand speed and precision in the sanding of furniture, furnishing 

accessories, doors and windows, profiles and musical instruments.

Efficiency

Quality

Precision
 

Yield

Environment 

Comfort 

With Skeletime you reduce the hours dedicated to the manual sanding activity by more than 50%.

With Skeletime avoid the scratches of the abrasive on the manual pads and reproduce, with the help 

of fillers and bases, shapes and edges in line with your expectations.

With the same granulometry of the abrasive, compared to conventional pads, Skeletime proposes a 

cushioned sanding and makes the wooden surface more homogeneous and without incisions. 

With Skeletime, for the same number of abrasive sheets used, you sand much more surface.

Make your work spaces healthier by significantly reducing the amount of fine dust.

Compared to the conventional yielding rubber pads, through its innovative metal support, Skeletime 

breaks down the smoothing undulations.

Skeletime revolutionizes the world of sanding wood, 
enhancing the contact surface of the abrasive on the 
sanding pad.

Comparison between a traditional sanding
and a sanding with Skeletime

Skeletime. Adherence to all surfaces

Advantages

Sanding

with traditional systems

Conventional pads do not fit properly with concave or convex surfaces.
Skeletime perfectly smoothes any surface: flat, convex or concave.

90 min.

Sanding

with Skeletime

23 min.

TRADITIONAL

PAD

SKELETIME

PAD

Skeletime. The innovative pad

Pad

Rigid support

Foam

Channeling residual powders

Sponge

Yielding support

Steel

Flexible lamina

Tear-off Adhesive

Support for abrasive material
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